
The  wings  of  some  saturniid  moths  “absorb  a  large  portion  of  the  sound  energy  contained  in  a  bat’s  
ultrasonic  cry;  as  a  result,  the  bat  receives  a  dampened  echo,  and  the  moth  becomes  invisible  to  the  bat.”
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moths  react  to  a  distant  bat  by  simply  altering  direction  or  
increasing  the  unpredictability  of  its  flight  path 
a  nearby  bat,  however,  induces  a  more  dramatic  and  erratic  
flight  response -  the  evasive  behavior  may  consist  of: 

selection  pressure  from  insectivorous  bats  has  driven  the  
development  of  multiple  antipredator  strategies: 
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Bertholdia trigona tiger moths are the only animal  known to defend  itself by 
jamming the sonar of its predators

they  produce  numerous,  densely  packed  clicks  continuously  for  several  
hundred  milliseconds,  disrupting  the  acoustic  properties  of  echoes  and  
causing  an  imprecise  awareness  of  the  moth's  location

hawkmoths  alter  flight  speed  on  hearing 
ultrasound  and  some  species  respond  by 
emitting  acoustic  signals  that  may  
startle bats

non-aerial  male  lesser  wax  moths  and  bush  
katydids   cease  courtship  singing  to  avoid  
detection  by  gleaning  bats

moths'  sensitive  ears  can  
detect  an  approaching  bat  
at  >  20 m,  whereas  bats  
cannot  detect  moths  
further  than  5 m

of  the  approximately  200,000  species  of  
lepidoptera,  about  one  half  belong  to  families  
that  possess  ears;  only  seven  of  which   use  

sound  for  social  communication

The  predator / prey  dynamics  between  moths  and  bats  remains  the  
quintessential  example  of  the  evolutionary  arms  race -  a continual  
evolution  and  escalation  of  countermeasures  by  both  species

one  of  the  greatest  arms  races  of  all  time  began 
Over  50  million  years  ago
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"eared"  noctuid  moths  detect  the  
echolocation  signals  of  bats  in  time  to  
initiate  evasive  flight  maneuvers  -  a 29%  
to  58%  advantage  over  moths  without  this  
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